Private VIP Tours
Create Your Disney Dream Day
Explore the parks with your own VIP Guide during a customizable
experience filled with attractive benefits.
The team at Disney VIP Tour Services will plan the most efficient,
enjoyable way for groups up to 10 Guests to see and do all that's on
your list. Just tell your personal VIP Tour Guide what you'd like to
see, and they'll customize your day to your desire!
After being picked up from your Disney Resort in a private vehicle, experience unparalleled hospitality at one or more theme
parks, ride your favorite attractions and watch magnificent parades, live shows and select nighttime spectaculars from special
reserved viewing areas alongside a VIP Tour Guide.
Some of the personalized services include:






A flexible start time, picked by you
Visits to multiple theme parks in one or more days, if desired
The ability to enjoy some of your favorite attractions efficiently, even repeatedly
VIP viewing areas for parades, select stage shows and nighttime spectaculars
Shared insight from your highly knowledgeable VIP Tour Guide throughout your tour

Ultimate Disney Classics VIP Tour
VIP Access to the Magic
Your Disney VIP Tour Guides will lead the way as you and fellow Guests
savor iconic Magic Kingdom park experiences!
Receive VIP Treatment
When you go on an Ultimate Classics VIP Tour, your Guide will attend to
every detail as they plan your itinerary for you. They’ll do everything they
can to make your visit as hassle-free as possible—so you can relax, unwind
and enjoy every moment of your visit.
Best of all, with special access to select attractions, you can spend less time waiting—and more time experiencing the magic
firsthand.
Delight in Classic Attractions
During this tour, you’ll receive special access to up to 10 classic attractions at Magic Kingdom park, which may include:






Pirates of the Caribbean
Jungle Cruise
Dumbo the Flying Elephant
“it’s a small world”
Peter Pan’s Flight
There are no height restrictions for the attractions and entertainment featured on this tour, so it’s great for kids of all ages.

The Ultimate Day of Thrills VIP Tour
An Action-Packed Experience
Infuse your visit with a triple threat of speed, fantasy and fun.
The day begins at Magic Kingdom park, where you’ll brave the excitement of
select such attractions as:
 Big Thunder Mountain Railroad
 Splash Mountain
 Space Mountain
 Haunted Mansion
 Seven Dwarfs Mine Train
A little later in the day, you’ll refuel with a scrumptious lunch at a quick-service restaurant—included with the cost of your VIP
Tour.
Then, delight in the adventurous spirit of Epcot where you’ll take flight to view breathtaking wonders on Soarin’!
Finally, brace yourself—this adrenaline rush continues with gusto! At Disney’s Hollywood Studios, be amazed by such
incredible attractions as:
 Toy Story Mania!
 Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster Starring Aerosmith
 The Twilight Zone Tower of Terror
 Star Tours – The Adventures Continue

Ultimate Nights of Adventure VIP Tour
The Magic of Nature at Night
On this 4-hour group guided tour, discover a landscape shimmering with lights
and brimming with life at night. Embark on an expedition through the icy peaks
of the Himalayas. Ride in an open-air vehicle on the lush African savanna.
Journey deep into a bioluminescent rainforest on a river boat. And see a brilliant
fusion of water, sound and light at a show that’s unlike anything you’ve
experienced before!
Enjoy all this with expedited access via FastPass+ on this brand new, first-of-its-kind tour where you’ll:
Experience Attractions and a Show







Expedition Everest - Legend of the Forbidden Mountain (44” height requirement)
Kilimanjaro Safaris
Avatar Flight of Passage (44” height requirement)
Na’vi River Journey
Dinosaur (40” height requirement)
The nighttime spectacular Rivers of Light

Delight in a Tasty Drink and Souvenirs
Enjoy signature snacks and a specialty beverage (non-alcoholic or alcoholic beverage—for Guests 21 and older) along with a
souvenir lanyard and other surprises.

